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The existence and partial regularity of the Nash point equilibria for a pair of 
multiple integrals 
J(u, o)= 
s 
F(.Y, u, I’. VU. Vt:) d.xu, 
a 
K(u, ~1) = 
! 
G(.u. u, L’, Vu, VP) d-x, 
0 
are studied. 
The conditions as well as the results are similar to those for local minima 
obtained by Acerbi, Fusco and Giaquinta. Giusti. 1 1990 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problems of the existence and the regularity of the local minima are 
of fundamental importance in the theory of the calculus of variations. 
Although there has been a long history, several remarkable contributions 
appeared in recent years. Among them, I would like to mention two results 
in these directions. 
(1) The existence of a local minimum of the variational integral 
J(u) = i, .0x, u(x), WY)) dx for UE Wk’(Q, RN), 
where Sz c RN is a bounded open set, 1 < r -C CG, and N is an integer. The 
function f is assumed satisfying 
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I. f:L&RN(‘+“+R’, is a Caratheodory function, with the 
growth condition 
Ifb, P, P)I d 4x) + C(lPl + IPI 1’3 
where a is nonnegative, and is in L’(R), and ~30 is a constant. 
II. (Coerciveness) 3 constants c,, K> 0 such that c, IPI’- K 6 
fk P* PI. 
Under these conditions, a minimizing sequence exists, and possesses a 
weakly convergent subsequence. If we know that J is sequentially weakly 
lower semicontinuous (swlsc in short), then the local minimum exists. The 
following result due to Acerbi and Fusco [ 1 ] gives an answer to the swlsc. 
THEOREM 0.1 (Acerbi, Fusco). rff 2s a nonnegative function satisfying 
(I) and 
III. (Quasiconvexity in the Morrey sense) For a.e. x E Q, Vp E R”, 
VO c 52, bounded open subset, t/w E C,T- (0, RN) 
f(x,p,Z?mes(0)6 f(x,p,P+Vw(y))gv, I 
VP E RnN. 
0 
Then J is swlsc. 
(Actually, (III) is also a necessary condition for swlsc.) 
Therefore J possesses a local minimum, if (I), (II), and (III) hold. 
(2) Regularity. The following results were obtained by Giaquinta and 
Giusti [4]. 
THEOREM 0.2. Zf f satisfies (I) and (II), and if u0 is a local minimum of 
J, then u,, E W:;r(sZ, RN) for some s > r. 
THEOREM 0.3. Assume that {A&(x, p), i, j = 1, . . . . n, h, k = 1, . . . . N} are 
bounded continuous functions in R x RN, with Aik = A{,,, satisfjiing 
IPI’-Kdf(x,p,P):=A;;‘,(x,p)PfP,k<CIPI’+K, 
VP= (P”} eRnN, f or some constants C, K> 0. Let UE W:;f(Q, RN) be a 
local minimum of J, then 3 an open set Sz, c Q such that u E C”.“(Qo, RN) 
for ever-v c1< 1. Moreover, the Hausdorff measure H”~4(Q\SZo) = 0 for some 
q>2. 
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The purpose of this paper is to extend all these results to Nash point 
equilibria for variational integrals. 
Let E,, E,, . . . . E,,, be m sets, and let j., , ji, . . . . ,ji,: E, x E, .. x E,,, -+ R’ 
be m functions. A point .Y = (x, , s ?, . . . . .Y,,,) E n:,l, Ej is called a Nash point 
equilibrium, if 
j-1 C-K.1 2 .G? ..., -UP?,)> .f,(r,, -y2, “‘3 -Km), 
.I;(-~ , 9 .Y?, . ..1 .u,) 3 f?b, 3 I’?, ..., .yn7), 
YY,, ~2, . . . . Y,) E H:c l Ei. 
The concept of Nash point equilibria is a natural extension of the local 
minima (m = 1, f = -f, ), and of the saddle points (m = 2, fi = -,f, fz = fl. 
In order to simplify the notations, we only consider m = 2. 
In the following, we assume both the functions F, G: f2 x 
RcN+““)(l +n) + R’ satisfying 
(I) They are Caratheodory functions, with the growth condi- 
tions: 
lF(x, P, q. P. Q,l, IG(x, P, q, f’, Q)I 
6 a(x)+ C(lpl + 141 + IPI + IQ1 )‘> 
V(x, p, q, P, Q) E Sz x RN x RM x R”N x RnM, for 1 < Y < co. 
And we define 
J(u, u) = - j F(x, u(x), v(x), Vu(x), Vu(x)) dx, 
R 
K(u, u) = - j G(x, u(x), u(x), Vu(x), Vu(x)) ds 
R 
for (u, u) E lVk’(Q, RN+“). W e introduce a new function H: s2 x 
R2’Nf M)‘1 +n) as follows 
H(x, p, q, P, Q; P, 4, P, Q, := F(.T P, 4, P, Q) + (3.~ P, 4, f’, Q) 
- F(.K, P, q, p, Q I- G(x, P, S, f’, 0). 
Some assumptions similar to those for local minima are made: 
(II) (Coerciveness) 3 constants C,, Cz, C3 > 0 and some 0 < i < r, 
such that 
~(x,p,q,~,Q;Is,~,~~,a,~~,~l~I+lQl,r-~,~l~l+l~I,r 
- CA1 + IPI + 141 + IPI + ISI Ii. 
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(III) (Quasi-convexity in the Morrey sense) For a.e. XE~, and - - 
V(p, q, p, 4, P, Q)ER(~+~)(~+‘? the function (P, Q) H H(x, p, q, P, Q; - - 
p, 4, P, Q) is quasi-convex in the Morrey sense. 
The main results in this paper read as follows. 
THEOREM I. In addition to assumptions (I), (II), and (III), we assume 
(IV) The functions 
(P, P) H F(-x, p, q, P, Q), V(x,q, ,)E..R~~+“)*‘, 
(4, Q, H (3.~ P, 4, P, Q,. V(x,p, P)EL~xR”+~‘~ 
are convex. 
The functional pair (J, K) possesses a Nash point equilibrium (u,, vO) E 
W;‘(.R, RN + “). 
THEOREM II. Under the assumptions (I) and (II), if (u,,, uO) is a Nash 
point equilibrium of (J, K), then ( uO, I+,) E Wi;i(sZ, RN + “) for some s > r. 
The partial regularity result is also extended. We restrict ourselves to 
perturbed quadratic functionals. Let 
F= A;&, p, q) P;P; + B;,(x, p, q) P;Q; 
+ CL@, P, q) QfQ; + fb, P, q, P, Q,, 
G = aik(x, p, q) PfPf + bi,(x, p, q) PhQi 
+ ci(-~u, P. q) QfQy + d-x, P, q, P, QL 
where Aji,, Bi,, CL, a$, hi,, CL (i, j= 1, . . . . II, h, k = 1, . . . . N, 1, m = 
1 , . . . . M), are bounded and uniformly continuous functions in !S x RN+ M, 
and f, g are Caratheodory functions. 
We assume 
(a) Aik=A$, ajik=a;l’h, CL=Ci,, cL=cL,. 
(b) a is independent of q, and C is independent of p. 
(c) 3A>O such that 
A#, p, q) P;P,” 3 ;1 IPI* 
cL(-~, P, 4) Qf Q; 2 1 IQI” 
V(P, Q)ER~‘~+~‘, 
and 32’ < 21 such that 
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(d) 30<r<2, 2<r+.s<2+2s/n such that 
IfI. 1‘4 bC,C(lPl + lqlPrl ~+~lPl+l~l~‘~l~I+lel~~l. 
THEOREM III. Under [he above assumptions (a))(d), let (u, (1) E 
W;;;(Q, RN+” ) he a Nash poinr equilibrium ?f’ the pair (J, K). Then 3 an 
open set Q,c 52 such that (a, U)E CO.X(Q,,, RNtM) ,for euery CI < 1. 
Moreover, H” 4(!S\Qn,)=0,for some q>2. 
The same problems have been studied by Bensoussan and Frehse [2]. In 
their work, the differentiability of the functions F and G with respect to 
(p, q, P, Q), as well as the growth conditions in these derivatives are 
assumed. However, these kinds of assumptions are not natural in the 
theory of calculus of variations. 
The main difference from theirs, is an assumption of the quasi-convexity 
of the function H (Assumption III), which replaces an ellipticity condition 
on (F, G) given in their paper. The advantage of this approach is twofold: 
(1) Only weakly sequential convergence rather than the strong convergence 
is used. It makes the argument clearer and more direct. (2) The functions 
F and G are no more quadratic, we may apply our theorems to a large 
class of functions. 
A different approach, which improves [2] as well, is given by Zhang Ke- 
Wei [7]. 
The proofs of Theorems I, II, and III are given in Section 2. In the third 
section, we present some examples, the first one, in some sense, is a com- 
parison with Bensoussan and Frehse [2]. The second one compares with 
a study of saddle points due to the author [3]. And the third provides a 
new example. 
2. THE PROOFS 
First, we modify the Ky Fan inequality to noncompact convex sets. It is 
the abstract framework of the existence proof. 
LEMMA. Let X be a closed convex set of a separable Banach space E; and 
let 
cp:XxX+R’ 
he a function satisjjing the following conditions: 
( 1) V-y E X, x ++ cp(x, y) is swlsc, 
(2) Vx E X, y H cp(x, y) is quasiconcave, and is Isc (in the strong 
topology ). 
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(3) 3yoeX such that the function XH cp(x, yo) is coercive, i.e., 
cp(x, yo) -+ + co as llxll --t co. 
(4) cp(x, x)<O, VXEX. 
Then there exists x0 E X such that 
cp(x,, Y) d 0, VYEX. 
Proof. (1) We consider a sequence of finite dimensional linear sub- 
spaces of E: 
L, c L,c ... cL,c ... 
such that U ,“= r L, = E and y, E Lko for some k,. 
On each L,, n 2 k,, we define 
(Pn=(PI,u”xx”~ 
where X,, = L, n X. Then we have 
(1) VZEX,, M’H(P,(w,z) is lsc. 
(2) VWEX,, z t-i cp,( w, 2) is quasi-concave. 
(3) (PJ~, vo)-+ +a as I/41L,+ ~0. 
(4) (PJW, w)=O, VWEX,. 
According to Ky Fan Minimax inequality, we obtain w, E X, such that 
(5) (P(fi’n, z)<O, VZEX,,. 
(2) Let us define 
K:= {x~XIq(x, y,)<O}. 
By the assumptions (1) and (3) K is bounded and sequentially closed, so 
it is sequentially weakly compact. 
According to (5), one has {w,}, ako c K. This implies a subsequence 
w,-x~EK. 
Again by the assumption (I), we have 
dxo, z)dO, VZE (j x,. 
n=l 
However, the function z H 9(x0, z) is assumed lower semicontinuous and 
since U,“= , X, = X (in the strong topology) 
. . . $4.x0, Y) G 0, VYEX. 
40Y!l4h I-h 
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The Proof of Theorem I. Define a Banach space E= Wk’(Q, R,V’ ‘I), 
and denote t=(u, u)EE, where UE Wi’(O, Rv) and L’E W~;‘(Q, Rhf). We 
define a function cp: Xx X+ R’ as follows: 
‘Aft, 9) = j. M-5 u(x), v(x), Vu(x), Vu(x); ii(x), F(s), Vii(x), Vlcqx)) &, 
where 5 = (u, II), rf = (u, II) E X. The functional cp is continuous (strongly) in 
E x E, and that 
V(EX, q H cp( (, rf ) is concave. 
These follow from the assumptions I and IV, respectively. 
Provided by the assumption II, 
(~(5, 0) = 
s 
H(x, u, u, Vu, Vu; 0, 0, 0, 0) d.x 
R 
2 c, j (IDA + IVr,l)‘d.u-C, j (lul + /uI + l)'d.y+ +m 
n 0 
as I/ (11 -+ co. And obviously we have 
Therefore, in order to apply the lemma, we only want to verify the swlsc 
of thefunctionals: Vq=(u, u), <=(u, u)H(P(~,~), i.e., V(17, V)EE, the swlsc 
of the functional 
(u, u) H jQ H(x, u, v, Vu, Vu; ii, 6, Vii, VV) d-x. 
Let 
&, Pt 9)= Cd1 + IPI + I41 + I4x)l + lfi(-u)l)i+ c,(Iv~(x)l’+ IWx)l’) 
and let 
f(x, P, 4, f’, Q, = H(x, P, q- f’, Q, G(x), c(x)> Vii(x), Vu(x)) + g(x, P, 4). 
The function f is quasi-convex in the Morrey sense with respect to (P, Q). 
Thanks to the theorem due to Acerbi and Fusco, we have 
,‘E jnf( x, u,(x), VA-Y), Vu,(x), Vu,(x)) dx 
2 I R f(x. u(.u), v(x), vu(x), Vu(x)) dx 
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as tk = (ukuk) - (u, V) weakly in E. Provided by the Sobolev embedding 
theorem together with the continuity of the Nemytcki operator, we obtain 
k~ z s, Ax, u,(x), u&)) dx = ?*, d-Ku, d-u), 4~)) d-x lim 
It follows 
(P(L v) + (PC53 )I) as tk - 5 in E. 
Therefore the lemma is applied, we have to = (u,, tlO) E E such that 
rp(L 9) = J, H( x, uo, uo, VU,, Vu, ; I(, 6, VU, VV) d.x < 0, 
Vv] = (U, V) E E. The last inequality is equivalent to 
The theorem is proved. 
The Proof of Theorem II. Since the Nash point equilibrium (u,, vO) E E 
satisfies the inequality 
! ff(x, u,(x), UC,(X), vu,(x), Vu,(x); u(x), u(x), Vu(x), Vu(x)) dx 6 0, R 
V(u, u) E W;r(Q, RN+ M ). The coerciveness assumption II implies 
Cl?’ 
R 
(~Vu,l’+IVuol’)d.~4C,~ (IVul’+IVul’)dx 
n 
V(u, u) E W$‘(Q, RN+ M ). According to the Poincare inequality, (u,, uO) 
turns out to be a Q-minimum of the generalized Dirichlet integral 
j (l+IVu,l’+lVu,l’)dxCQJ* (l+IVul’+lVul’)d.u 
R R 
for suitable Q > 0. A result due to Giaquinta and Giusti [4, 51 is applied, 
see also Chang [3]. 
Remark. Theorems I and II can be generalized to the case where F and 
G are inhomogeneous with respect to P and Q. Namely, say F, G are 
r-power growth in P, and t-power growth in Q. Under suitably modified 
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assumptions I and II, these two theorems hold as well. The proof of 
Theorem I is similar. As to Theorem II, we refer to Chang [3]. 
The Proof of Theorem III. We use the following conventional notations 
A, B, . . . . c stand for bilinear forms Alk(x, p. q), 
Bf,(.u, P, 41, . . . . c~~(.u, p, q), etc. 
- - 
A, B, . . . . C stand for bilinear forms Aik(x, p, q), 
B&(x, ~5, q), . . . . &(.Y, p, q), etc. 
A, A, . . . . ? stand for bilinear forms Aik(x, p, q), 
B&(x, p, ij), . . . . cL(.u, p. tj), etc. 
P= (Pjl), Q = (Q;,. 
AP . P = A$J.x, p. q) PfP:, . . . etc. 
where B,(.u,) is the ball with radius R > 0 and center x0, and f stands for 
the mean value. 
Let us denote o: R+ -+R+, the continuity modulus of the functions 
A, B, . . . . c. It is increasing, concave, continuous and satisfies o(O) = 0, 
o(t) < M, a const., and 
IAh P, q) - A@‘, P’, q’L 
IB(x, P, q) - KY’, P’, &)I, . . . . 14~ P, q) - 4.x’, p’, q’)l 
<w(lx-x’12+ Ip-p’12+ lq-q’y). 
Assume that (u, u) is a Nash point equilibrium 
(J, K). The proof is based on the following estimate 
s (1+ IVu12+ IVvl’) B,(.Yo ) 
of the function pair 
-<C[(%~+w(R2+C~R2-~~B~~.~~,(,Vu’+,V~,2))1~2’~ 
2/n - 2 
lVu12 + IVu12 > 1 
X 
I 
(1 + lVu12 + IVu12) 
&R(-‘io) 
+ C,R”(lu ~0, R 1 + /uxo. R I J2=+’ ~ 2 + c, R”, (1) 
VX,EQ, VO<p<R<+dist(x,.asz), where C,C,,C2,C3,C4>0 are 
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constants, and s > 2 is a suitable constant. Once it is established, the 
conclusion follows directly from Giaquinta and Giusti, cf. Giaquinta [6, 
Chap. VI, Thm. 1.11. 
Let k, B, . . . . ?, denote the constant coefficient bilinear forms 
Aidx~? U.xo,R? U.yO,R)r B$(-"~7 %,Rl %,,R),-., ck(xo, u,,,.R1 uro,R), etc. - - 
Let (u, v) be the solutions of the following constant coefficient elliptic 
boundary value problems 
s 
kvc..Vql+@qD.Vv=0, Vcp E W;‘(B,(x,), RN) 
BR(‘O) 
and 
s 
m.V*+$vu.v+o, W E ~~2UMxoh R”‘) 
BR(-Yl) 
with ii I c?BR(XO) = ’ 1 de&TO), ’ I8f,,f(X,J) = ’ 1 ai,R(X,,)’ And let (Q, vO) E 
W~‘(B,(x,), RN+“” ) be the solutions of the following equations 
s 
kvu, . vq - gmp . vu = 
BR(-Fl) s 
~Vv,.V*-~6Vu.V*=0, 
B,hol 
VVE ~:'(BR(~o), RN), v$E W$2(BR(xo), R”“), we have 
s kV( ii + ug) . vcp = 0, BR(.YO) 5 ~v(v+u,).vlj=o, BR(.XO 1 
VCp E W,$2(&(x,), RN), t/$ E bf$‘2(&(x,), R”‘). 
According to condition (c), the Caciappolli inequality and the Lp theory 
of elliptic systems imply that 3 constant C, and C, > 0 such that for 
O<p<R, 
s (Iv(ii+u~)12+Iv(v+u,)12 B&x01 
andVl<p<co, 
I (IV(U + &)I p + IV(V + VI))1 “) BR(“O) 
6 c, s W(~+~*)lP+ Iv~+u,)lp). BR( ~0) 
(Cf. [6, Chap. VI, p. 2062101.) 
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These inequalities imply that 
I ((Vti12+ (Viy) B,(.TI) 
(IVu,12+ IVu,l’) (2) 
and 
(!vul~+Ivulp)~cpj (IVUI p + PI p), (3) 
BR(.YO I 
where E > 0 is an arbitrary positive number, and C, is a constant depending 
on E. 
Let u’ = u - U, z = v - 17. According to the Plancherel identity and because 
(U, 6) are the solutions of the above BVPs, we obtain 
;1. s BR(.TO) m2+IVz12)~jB (~o,kVw.Vw+~Vz.V; RY 
= I kV(u + U) .V(u - ii) BRI ro) 
= s (‘4 - A)(Vu . vu -vu. VU) B/G-o) 
+ j 
(A-A)Vu.Vu+(h-B)Vu.Vv 
BR(.w) 
+(i,-b)Vu%+(T-c)Vu% 
+ ! AVu.Vu+(B+b)Vu.Vv+cVv.Vc Bd ro) 
= s AVu.Vu+BVu~Vv+~Vu~Vu+evv~Vu BRWO I =z,+z,+z,+z4. (4) 
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Noting 
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I, + 12 d c, s ~~~‘+~Cl~-u,,..12+lu-u,..12 B,d ~1 
+ lu-ii12+ Iu--vl*])[(vuJ*+ (Vu12+ (Vzq’+ pq’] 
and that CO is bounded, we have for some s > 2 
s w ( lVu12 + IVu12) B&K I 
6 c, [j BR(.w) lVul”+ lV$l’i’ [jB,,y,),u]‘-2”~ 
by Theorem II. By the concavity of CO, we have 
f o(R2+2Clu-U,,,R12+lU--U,.RIZ+IM’l?+IZl*]) BRCTI) 
The last inequality follows from the Poincart inequality and the inequality 
(3). Similarly, we have 
s B R (io, QJ. ClW2 + IW’I 
dC,* 
[j B.6YO) 
(lVul”+ lV”lY]“‘[ jB,,.,,, w]‘p2’i 
< Cl2 I (1 + IVu(‘+ IVul2) jB (,$O ‘-7 &R( Yll I [ 1 R 
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It follows 
X 
I 
(1 + IVZdI’-t lVL!I’). 
&XC w  1 
If we write the integrand of the summation I3 + Z4 in the form 
H(x, u. v, . ..) vu, Vtl) + lz( .Y, u, v, . ..* vu, viq, 
then 
- - 
IN-7 P, 9, . . . . f’, Q)l d C,,C(lpl + 141 + IPI + 141 2”,‘@ ”
+ (IPI + 141 + IPI + 141)’ 
~(14 + IQ1 + IPI + IQIYI, 
where 0 < Y < 2, 2 < Y + s < 2 + 2s/n, provided by the assumption (d). 
However, (u, v) is a Nash point equilibrium, we have 
c 
H(x, u, v, Vu, Vo; U, 6, Vii, VV) < 0. 
BR( .w )
(By extending (U, 6) = (u, 21) outside the ball B,&.Y~)).) It follows 
+ (lul + IUI + Iii1 + IVI 1” 
x (IVUI + IVvl + IVUl + IVVl )‘I 
0 ! 
2n.(n 21 
6 C16 IVul’+ IVVI’ 
B/d .YO 1 
cf. [3, Thm. 31. In summary 
+ R”(luro, R 1 + /v~~,~J)~~‘(“-~‘+ R” . 
I 
(5) 
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Using the relation 
r (Ivu12+IVu12)~(1+E) [ (Ivul’+lv~12) 
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-1 2 + py2), (6) 
and since (u,, U~)E W,!;‘(B,(x,), R’7+m) satisfying 
s 
kvu, vq - g&p . vu = 0, c vu, 
B,&wl BRI ro) 
One sees that from condition (d) 
and 
(7) 
Now we substitute (2) and (7) into (6), it follows 
(IVu12+ IVUI’) 
+cc j (lvu’12+ IVz12). 
B.&w) 
Choosing E > 0 sufficiently small, (1) is obtained by (5). 
The rest of the proof is essentially the same as Theorem 1.1, in [6, 
Chap. IV] and Theorems 1.1, 1.2 in [6, Chap. VI]. 
3. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we shall present several examples to illustrate the condi- 
tions stated in the theorems. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that Afk, Bj$, . . . . CL, etc., are bounded Cara- 
theodory functions defined on Q x RN + M. 
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Let 
and let 
c = C( s, p, q) - C(x, p, q ). 
5 = a(x, p, q) - 4x. p, q) 
Q=(A+ii)P.P+(B+h)P.Q+(e+c,Q.Q, 
where we use the abbreviation notations as in Section 2, Theorem II. 
Assume that Q is positive definite in (P, Q), V(X, p, q. p, q)~ 
Q x R2(“‘+ M’, i.e., 31> 0 such that 
Q>i(IPI'+ IQI’). (3.1) 
Suppose that f, g: Sz x R”+““NfM’ -+ R’ are Caratheodory functions 
which are linear in (P, Q), and satisfy the growth condition 
IfI, lgl d CC1 + IpI’+ lql’+ IPI + IQI L r^ < 2. (3.2) 
Then the functions 
F(.v,p,q,P,Q)=AP.P+BP.Q+CQ.Q+r’(x,p,q,P,Q,, 
G(x,p,q,P,Q)=aP.P+bP.Q+cQ.Q+g(x,p,q,P,Q) 
satisfy the assumptions I, II, III of Theorem I with r = 2. 
We verify the assumption II 
where we use the abbreviation notations of Section 2. Theorem III. Thus 
H>A(IPI’+ IQl’)-M(lPI’+ lt32)-2C(1 + lpi’+ Idi+ [PI’+ Id’) 
~~~l~l2+lQl2~-~,~I~l2+l~l2~-~,~l~l+l41+l~l+l~l+~~~. 
As to assumption III, we observe that the function (P, Q) H 
N-x, p, q, P, Q; D, g P, Q) = Q(x, p, q, & S; P, Q) + linear terms of (P, Q) 
is convex. So that is quasi-convex in the Morrey sense. 
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Furthermore, we assume that the assumption IV holds, i.e., the functions 
(p, P)bF((x, p, . . . . Q) and (q, Q)t+ G(x, p, . . . . Q) are convex. 
Then Theorems I and II hold true for this pair (F, G). 
Remark. This is just the example given by Bensoussan and Frehse in 
[2]. Although the abstract assumptions of theirs are different from ours, 
this example is a common model. An obvious advantage in this paper is 
that neither the differentiable conditions nor the growth conditions of the 
differentials of the functions F, G are needed. 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose that F is a function satisfying the assumption I 
and 
Assumption II’. 3 constants r > i > 0 and C, C,, C, > 0 such that 
~~~,p,q,~,Q,z~l~I’-~,lQlr-~~~IpI+l~l+~~i, 
-~~.~,p,q,~,Q,~~lQlr-~~l~I’-~z~I~I+l~l+~~’. 
Assumption IV’. V(x, p, P) E Sz x R” +n)N, (4, Q, t--+ -F(-u, P, q, P, PI, 
and V(.X, q, Q) E S2 x R” +nJM, (p, P) H F(x, p, q, P, Q) are convex func- 
tions. 
Then the function pair (F, -F) satisfies the assumptions I-IV. In fact, 
Assumptions I and IV are obviously true. And 
- - 
ff(x, P, q, P, Q; P, 4, P, Q, = - F(x, it q, p, Q) + F(T P, 4, P, 0, 
2C(IPI’+ lQlr,-~,(l~l’+l~l’) 
- CAPI + 141 + lrsl + ISI + 1) 
it follows the assumption II. Since, now, the function H is convex in (P, Q) 
according to the assumption IV’, it is quasi-convex in the Morrey sense, 
i.e., the assumption III holds. 
The corresponding Nash point equilibrium (u,, uO) of the functional pair 
(J, -.I), where 
J(u, u) = - !*, F(x, u, u, Vu, Vo) d-x, 
is just the saddle point of J. 
The existence Theorem I and partial regularity Theorems II, III imply 
the corresponding results in Chang [3]. 
However, the above assumptions for the saddle point problem do not 
satisfy the assumptions given in Bensoussan and Frehse [Z], particularly, 
the ellipticity condition. 
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We present here an example. Assume 
.f’(l) =’ ltl’, 
t 
where 1 < Y < 2, and let 
F(P, Q,=.f(f’)-f’(Q). 
Obviously, the assumptions 1, II’, IV’ are all satisfied, but there is no 
positive constant c0 > 0 such that 
- - - - 
(f’,V’, Q)-F,,(P, QMp-~)-(FQ(f’, Q)-F,(P, Q),(Q-0, 
>c,(lP-PI’+ [Q-01”). 
EXAMPLE 3. We present here some high power functionals which have 
not been studied in [2]. Let n=M=N= 1, 
F( P, Q) = A’P’ + AP’ + BPQ + CQ’, 
G( P, Q) = aP’ + hPQ + cQ2 + c’Q4, 
where A, B, . . . . c, A’, c’ are constants 
- - 
H( P, Q. P, Q) = A’P4 + AP’ + (B + b) PQ + cQ’ + c’Q” 
- A’p4 - Ap2 - BpQ - hp@ - @ - c’(+3”. 
Therefore, if A, A’, c, c’ > 0 and AC > $( B + b)‘, all the assumptions I-IV 
hold, and Theorems I and II are applied. 
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